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Dear IAFEI members,

It is my pleasure to present the 52nd issue of the IAFEI Quarterly.

I hope everyone is safe despite another wave of COVID-19 virus globally.

With the opening of borders by most countries, business and leisure travel grew exponentially.

Although, this resulted to increased economic activity, the risk of contracting the disease also

intensified.

This quarter was notable for many reasons other than just the ongoing pandemic. With the hope of

transitioning COVID-19 from pandemic to endemic status, another public health concern has

emerged: an outbreak of monkey pox in the Americas and Europe.

We are truly living in a VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous) world!

This puts forth SUSTAINABILITY at the top of our priorities.

At this year's IAFEI World Congress to be held in Shanghai, China on November 10-11 2022,

sustainability will be a major topic of discussion. CACFO, host of this year's IAFEI World Congress,

and your IAFEI officers are working on a program that will soon be shared with everyone. This is

going to be another great congress.

As a prelude to the World Congress, we are also putting together a series of webinars. We'll be

hosting an ESG webinar in August through the help of Ernst & Young (EY) Greater China.

We will continue to improve the services that IAFEI provides to member organizations by providing

value proposition initiatives. I am excited to update you on the new programs soon. For any

suggestions and comments, you may share it through the IAFEI Secretariat at

mbvinluan.iafei@gmail.com and secretariat.iafei@gmail.com.

I sincerely thank all of you for your continuing support.

Thank you and all the best!

Sincerely,

XIAOJIANG PAN

Chairman
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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the principles and

purposes of the performance evaluation of

state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in light of the

new requirements for high-quality

development. It builds a relatively complete

framework for the performance evaluation of

SOEs that adapts to the new development

philosophy. In other words, it is a scientific and

practical performance evaluation process with

enterprise strategy as the guide, the

assessment goals as the direction, the

assessment indicators as the core, the

assessment benchmark as the basis, the

assessment methods as tools, and the

assessment results as the end-result. Annual,

tenure, and long-term appraisals and

incentives will be implemented to maximize the

value of SOEs and achieve high quality

development. This paper also explores the

composition of the evaluation index system for

high-quality development of SOEs, together

with the mechanism of the entry into and the

withdrawal from employee stock ownership

plan with according prices in unlisted SOEs.

KEYWORDS

High-quality Development; Performance

Evaluation

China’s state-owned and state-controlled

enterprises (hereinafter referred to as “state-

owned enterprises” or “SOEs”) provide an

important material and political foundations for

national development. To ensure that the

economy maintains a medium-to-high-speed

growth and to realize the national rejuvenation,

SOEs bear important historical missions as an

essential pillar of the national economy to help

CHINA

SOEs’ Performance Evaluation in the

Context of High-quality Development

optimize and upgrade the economic structure

and participate in international competition.

However, at a time when SOEs have taken a

path of further comprehensive reforms and

high-quality development, SOEs still have

special and complex problems. For instance,

they have not yet put in place a modern

enterprise system and SOEs’ regulatory

system needs improving.

Many of the firms need to build up their own

core competitiveness and an adequate

mechanism for incentives and disincentives.

An improved operating performance

evaluation system is needed for the

managers of SOEs (hereinafter referred to as

the “SOEs’ operating performance

evaluation”), with well-designed principles

and structure, effective incentive

mechanisms, and scientific evaluation

indicators. With such system, business

operators’ actions will be more aligned with

the firms’ growth goals, so that the operators

have sufficient and continuous motivation to

pursue the maximum value for the companies

as they make consistent efforts to improve

quality and efficiency, and look for new

drivers for growth. This will result in

contributions to the national economy and its

high-quality development.

I. New Requirements for SOEs’

Performance Evaluation for the Purpose of

High-quality Development

1. Connotations of SOEs’ high-quality

Development

As an important pillar for the national

economy and an important force in the

modern economic system, SOEs must
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must implement the new development

philosophy. They must pursue

development strategies based on

innovation and sustainable development.

They must expand opening up in a broader

range of areas, and achieve higher quality,

more efficient and better structured

development. SOEs aim to strengthen,

improve and grow state-owned capital, and

become world-class enterprises with

global competitiveness.

As they pursue high-quality development,

SOEs follow the five development

concepts proposed by the central

government, and work to achieve the

following goals: enhanced R&D

capabilities, better economic benefits,

more balanced business structures,

increased international operations, better

efficiency and effectiveness, more

innovation, better quality and

sustainability.

In order to achieve higher quality, SOEs

must accelerate the transformation of their

development model. Instead of speed

acceleration and size expansion, they

should look for a stronger position in their

core business, with increased investment

in R&D and international competitive

advantages, so as to improve corporate

profitability, innovation capabilities, and

international operations. Capital

profitability is mainly reflected in the level

of profitability, profit quality, shareholder

returns, etc. Innovation capabilities are

mainly reflected in R&D investment,

commercialization, etc. Global operation

capabilities are mainly reflected in aspects

such as international operations and brand

building.

In order to be more efficient, companies

need to establish sound, flexible and

efficient market-based operating

mechanisms, with continuous efforts to

improve management, promote

management innovation and optimize

Business models. They need to provide

more mid-to-high-end products and

services, and continuously improve

operational efficiency and capability to deliver.

Operational capability is mainly embodied in cost

control, turnover frequency, cash guarantee, etc.,

and the capability to deliver is mainly embodied in

the size, efficiency, and quality of its supply.

To maintain sustainable development, enterprises

need not only to establish a green development

concept and an awareness of ecological

civilization, but also actively assume social

responsibilities, and prevent major risks.

Enterprises should play a greater role in

implementing national policies, ensuring people’s

livelihood and ecological safety, and continuously

improving their green development capabilities,

social contribution capabilities, and risk prevention

and control capabilities.

Green development capabilities are mainly

embodied in energy conservation, pollution

emission and control, comprehensive recycling

of resources, etc. Social contribution capabilities

are mainly embodied in tax contributions, social

responsibility, etc. Finally, risk prevention and

control capabilities are mainly embodied in debt

prevention, investment income, production safety,

network security, and other aspects.

2. SOEs’ high-quality development needs to be

driven by performance evaluation

To realize the transition from high-speed growth to

high-quality development, enterprises need to use

performance evaluation and distribution reform as

a starting point to achieve the reform in quality, in

efficiency, and in incentive mechanisms, with

continuous eff ort to improve total factor

productivity.

First, the performance evaluation must play its

role to promote the quality reform of SOEs. The

SOEs’ performance evaluation should focus on

quality and performance. As an evaluation system

with its goals, indicators, targets and scoring, it

will guide enterprises to continuously improve

product quality, asset quality, profit quality, and

their ability to create value.

Second, the performance evaluation must be

used to improve the efficiency of SOEs. SOEs

should closely link performance evaluation results

with compensations, focusing on efficiency

improvement so that companies will be able to
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continuously improve the output efficiency of

production factors, and the operators will be more

motivated and creative as they continue to

promote the optimal allocation of factors for

production and their proper utilization.

The third is to use the performance evaluation to

ensure that SOEs have a more effective incentive

mechanism in place. Stock options provided by

listed companies and employees’ shareholding in

mixed-ownership enterprises can be used to

further stimulate the potential of managers and

key employees, and to create value for the

companies and achieve high-quality

development.

SOEs are becoming bigger, stronger and better,

representing “state-owned capital”, and some of

them are world-class enterprises with

“international competitiveness”, and even “global

competitiveness”. As they move into the new era,

they must fulfill new requirements for quality

development goal by improving performance

evaluation system with well-designed indicators

and reasonable targets. Results of the

performance must be properly used. They must

actively explore a method for contractual

management and differentiated compensations,

so that there will be a team of entrepreneurs with

strong Party spirit, great skills, and good

performance. In addition, SOEs are encouraged

to strengthen their global competitiveness,

improve the quality of the supply system, and

raise the allocation and operational efficiency of

state-owned capital in order to drive the

transformation from “Made in China to “Created

in China”, from Chinese speed to Chinese

quality, and from Chinese products to Chinese

brands. The quality development goal for SOEs

targets at the final transition that their

development mode featuring scale and speed

transformed to the mode of quality and efficiency,

their development impetus that is factor-driven

transformed to innovation-driven, and their

development structure featuring incremental

expansion transformed to stock adjustment and

incremental optimization (Chen, 2017 ).

II. Principles and Purposes of SOEs’

Performance Assessment System

For the purpose of promoting high-quality

development of SOEs, and in light of the

principles and reform requirements of the

relevant documents issued by the central

government, such as the “Guidelines of the

Central Committee of the Communist Party of

China on Deepening the Reform of SOEs”, the

following principles and purposes are

recommended for SOEs’ evaluation system.

1. Principles of the SOEs’ performance

evaluation system

(1) High-quality development as the

guiding goal

In accordance with the requirements of high-

quality development, and in the face of the new

stage, situation, and changes, the SOEs’

performance evaluation should promote the

continuous improvement of the quality,

efficiency, and motivation of the SOEs based on

sustainable development, so as to achieve

higher quality, more efficiency, and more

sustainable development. The system should

be scientifically constructed with short, medium

and long-term assessments, with its

assessment result and process evaluation

being unified and being linked to rewards and

punishment. The evaluation system aims to

help businesses achieve efficiency, innovation

driven development, further opening up, green

development, and reliable services, in a way

that the business performance assessment

plays a guiding role in promoting high-quality

development.

(2) More targeted classification and

assessment

It is important that SOEs must be assessed and

supervised by category. According to their

functions, industries, markets, and resource

allocation methods, SOEs are divided into three

categories: Commerce I, Commerce II, and

public welfare. Performance evaluation should

not only reflect the general requirements for the

preservation and appreciation of state-owned

capital, but also fully consider the different

functional positioning and industrial structural

characteristics of enterprises, improve the

pertinence of appraisal indicators, clarify

differentiated performance evaluation

indicators, and establish differentiated incentive

compensation policies.
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Enterprises under Commerce I category,

whose primary business is in full

competition, are guided to enhance the

vitality of the state-owned economy,

enlarge the function of state-owned capital,

and realize the maintenance and

appreciation of state-owned capital. The

assessment will focus mainly on the

economic efficiency, value creation, and

market competitiveness of the enterprise

to guide the enterprise to improve the

efficiency of asset operation and enhance

the level of value creation. Enterprises

under Commerce II category, whose

primary businesses are related to national

security and the lifeline of the national

economy by undertaking major national

special tasks, should be guided by

scientific and technological innovation.

Based on the guarantee for a certain

return on capital, the enterprises are

supported to strengthen the assessment in

serving national strategies, ensuring

national security, developing strategic

emerging industries, and completing major

national special tasks, in order to realize

the country’s strategic intentions in

adjusting the industrial structure,

promoting economic transformation, and

advancing technological innovation. The

public welfare enterprises, oriented by

social benefits, whose core goals are to

protect people’s livelihood, serve society,

and provide public products and public

services, prioritize social benefits while

considering economic benefits. The

assessment will focus mainly on product

and service quality, cost control, asset

operation efficiency, and capabilities for

secure supply. The assessment is to be

strengthened in completing public welfare

services and the ability to ensure safety.

Besides, for state-owned capital

investment and operation companies, it is

necessary to strengthen and realize the

targets to optimize the distribution of the

state-owned capital, improve the efficiency

of state-owned capital operation, and

maintain and increase the value of state-

owned capital. For enterprises of mixed

ownership controlled by state-owned

enterprises and the enterprises in special

industries and in special development stages, the

assessment indicators and methods should be

determined in accordance with the principle of

“one enterprise, one policy” based on their

functional positioning, strategic planning and

development phase.

(3) Strategic goals as the framework

In addition to considerations on compensation, a

corporate performance evaluation system should

also be able to help firms achieve their strategic

goals. It should not become merely a tool for

calculating the remuneration of business

operators.

If the performance evaluation system is only a

remuneration management tool, it will lose its

strategic direction and deviate from the original

intention of performance evaluation. Led by the

concept of high-quality development, the design of

SOEs’ performance evaluation system must

highlight the quality. The system aims to guide the

enterprises to develop in the following aspects.

The enterprises should firmly establish the

concept of innovative, coordinated, green, open

and shared development and take the initiative to

adapt to and lead the new normal of economic

development. The enterprises should deeply

implement innovation-driven development

strategies and cultivate core competitiveness. The

enterprises should attach importance to

international operations, actively and steadily

participate in the construction of major projects of

“the Belt and Road Initiative”, and develop into

world-class enterprises.

The enterprises should continuously improve their

operation and management, create value, and

make the state-owned capital stronger, better and

larger.

(4) Better application of benchmarking

Global and industrial benchmarking is an effective

approach to promote high-quality development,

and should be used in various ways in the

performance evaluation to help set up indicators

and goals, and perform assessment scoring and

result evaluation. Enterprises will aim at leading

businesses in the industry and strive to catch up

and surpass and become world-class businesses

themselves as soon as possible.
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Enterprises with good foundation in

benchmarking management can use

benchmarking to determine weak indicators, then

include them in the annual or tenure assessment,

and score points based on the improvement of

indicators. The assessment level is determined

comprehensively according to the enterprise

assessment scores, combined with the ranking

situation of industrial benchmarks.

(5) A system with dynamic weighting

The different driving factors, growth stages, and

industrial characteristics of enterprises determine

that the design of a performance evaluation

system should be adjusted dynamically according

to the principle of contingency rather than static.

Using the life cycle concept to study changes in

an organization, we can see the enterprise life

cycle change with the characteristics of the

organization. The focus of the performance

evaluation of enterprises in their different stages

of initial growth, maturity, or decline is naturally

different. The external market environment and

internal resources of the enterprise determine the

longevity of the enterprise and the operating time

of each cycle. Combined with the characteristics

of the enterprise at different stages of the life

cycle, the best performance evaluation system

suitable for this stage should be chosen.

(6) Take both long and short-term goals

into consideration

It is recommended to combine annual

assessment, tenure assessment, and long-term

assessment organically when designing SOEs’

performance assessment system. The long-term

assessment should align the interests of the

operators with the long-term development goals

of the company; the tenure assessment index is

the mid-term embodiment and implementation of

the enterprise development strategy; the annual

assessment indicators are derived from the

annual decomposition of the medium-term

development plan and should be consistent with

the annual tasks of the enterprise. After

incorporating the objective management of

corporates with short, medium, and long-term

assessments, the assessment of corporate

leaders is not only about the short-term

profitability, solvency, growth level, and asset

operation efficiency of the company, but also the

future growth and value maximization of the

company.

(7) A combination of diverse indicators

The appraisal index should be strictly

controlled, multi-dimensional and multi-layered

in order to build a performance evaluation index

system for the SOEs with Chinese

characteristics. It should strive to achieve the

complementation of the following indicators:

financial and non-financial, qualitative and

quantitative, leading and lagging, absolute and

relative. The operators’ responsibility for

operation management should be fully

implemented.

The concept of performance evaluation required

by high-quality development should design the

index system from both financial and non-

financial aspects. The financial evaluation index

emphasizes value creativity. For instance,

economic value added (EVA) and the value

preservation and appreciation rate of state-

owned capital can reflect enterprises’ actual

levels for value creation. Non-financial

indicators should emphasize value first and

foremost. For example, the proportion of

operating income in emerging industries or R&D

investment can reflect the potential for value

growth. Following the principle of “shortcoming

test and weakness test”, management

performance indicators mainly assess the

reform orientation of state-owned assets and

SOEs, risk control and prevention responsibility,

and the construction of corporate governance

structure. Penalty indicators use state-owned

asset management responsibilities, safety

production responsibilities, and elimination of

backward production capacity as deduction

indicators, and implement “one-vote veto” for

major disciplinary violations and major safety

accidents in production.

(8) Relative performance evaluation

The theoretical basis of relative performance

assessment is that an adequate assessment

index should reflect the eff orts of the operator,

exclude the influence of uncontrollable

economic environment changes, and better

reflect the principle of payment for performance.

Relative performance evaluation can eliminate

the impact of environmental uncertainties on the

agent’s performance, realize the economic
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Pareto improvement of both the principal

and the agent, stimulate the agent’s strong

sense of competition, increase the level of

effort, and improve the organization’s

performance. When determining the target

value of the enterprise’s annual and tenure

evaluation, it should follow the relative

performance evaluation theory,

comprehensively determine the historical

completion value of the enterprise

evaluation indicators and the

benchmarking situation, advocating “to

lead in the horizontal comparison within

the industry; to progress in the evaluation

period in the vertical level”. Enterprises

should also set the performance evaluation

mechanism based on the concept of “Let

the operators tell the truth”, and set the

target value as “jump hard and nail

it”. However, any assessment target value

has certain boundary conditions. For

instance, the established target value

assumptions change significantly due to

force majeure, such as market

environment and policy factors. List

management should be implemented for

such special matters, and the target value

or actual value should be adjusted

according to the actual situation. The

completion value is used to enhance the

effectiveness of the assessment so that

the assessment results can fairly and truly

reflect business operators’ subjective

efforts.

(9) Proper use of assessment results

Performance evaluation without incentives

is a useless appraisal. It is an inevitable

choice for a modern enterprise system to

establish a mechanism that combines

Performance evaluation with incentives and

constraints. The remuneration of state-owned

enterprise operators should at least consist of

three parts: basic annual salary, annual

performance-related pay, and tenure incentive

salary. Enterprises that meet the conditions can

implement long-term equity incentives. If the

annual comprehensive evaluation is incompetent,

they shall not receive the annual performance

salary; if the comprehensive tenure evaluation is

incompetent, they shall not receive the tenure

incentive income; those who fail to meet the

equity incentive conditions shall not receive equity

options, restricted stocks or other shareholding

plans. Enterprises should adhere to the

combination of material incentives and spiritual

motivation, and increase positive incentives. For

outstanding business performance and

outstanding achievements in technological

innovation, international development, energy

conservation, and environmental protection, brand

building, etc., the award with a notice of

praise can be given.

(10) A scientific and operational system

Performance evaluation is not only a tool for

implementing enterprise development strategies,

but also serves as a basis for the salary-related

decisions and the appointment and removal of

positions for enterprise leaders’ reference, which

is also an important mechanism for building a

property right management system and improving

the internal control system of the enterprise.

Therefore, the performance assessment should

be scientific. It should not only absorb the latest

achievements of the development of the

performance assessment theory, but also pay full

attention to the demands of the enterprise’s

stakeholders, reflecting the internal relationship of

the assessment indicators and comprehensively

evaluating the enterprise’s business performance.

In the actual operation of the performance

evaluation system, given the complicated index

system with indicators difficult to quantify that

leads to user’s difficulty in understanding, the

implementation of the performance evaluation

system is not in place or out of shape, which

occurs from time to time. Therefore, while paying

attention to the scientific and advanced nature of

the assessment system design, we must consider

pertinence and operability to ensure that the

performance assessment system is reasonably
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detailed with key points highlighted,

shortcomings made up, which is presented in a

concise and clear language, with a correction

mechanism for the implementation of the

assessment system established.

2. Purposes of SOEs’ performance

evaluation

The first is to highlight efficiency and value

creation, and abandon the extensive scale

development model. The assessment indicators

should include the owners’ net profit of its parent

company, economic value added, value

preservation and value appreciation of state-

owned capital or the value-added rate of the

capital, and the labor productivity of all

employees. The purpose is to guide enterprises

to continuously improve quality and efficiency,

improve the quality of benefits, the level of return

on capital, labor production efficiency and value

creation capabilities, so as to achieve higher

development quality, better efficiency, and better

development structure.

The second is to highlight innovation-driven

development, abandon the development model

driven mainly by investment and labor factors,

and to guide enterprises to innovate

independently, accelerate research on key

technologies, and strengthen technology

leadership in the industry. Enterprises’ R&D

investment in key technologies can be regarded

as net profit, and those who have achieved major

scientific and technological innovations can be

rewarded with incentives in the assessment. The

assessment should highlight the value

contribution of elements, make overall plans to

make good use of long-term incentive measures

such as employee shareholding, stock ownership

incentives for listed companies, and dividends for

technology-based enterprises so as to stimulate

the development of science and technology and

the vitality of core employees, and continuously

improve enterprises’ capabilities in technological

innovation and core competitiveness.

The third is to highlight coordinated development,

abandon excess capacity and products of high

energy consumption and high pollution, assess

the progress of tasks for supply-side reform,

guide enterprises to focus on their primary

business, strengthen and optimize industries,

accelerate structural adjustment, focus on

environmental protection, and actively foster

new industries, new formats, and new products,

and enhance enterprises’ capacity for green

and sustainable development.

The fourth is to highlight internationalized

operations, abandon the single domestic market

development model, and guide enterprises to

promote “the Belt and Road Initiative” more

deeply, and promote products, technologies,

standards, services, and brands by assessing

international operation indexes and international

operating income levels. Enterprises are

encouraged to participate in the global

competition in a standardized and orderly

manner, and promote our enterprises to

continuously improve transnational operations.

The fifth is to highlight the service guarantee

function, abandon the single economic benefit

indicator evaluation model, evaluate important

resource guarantees and the completion of

major special tasks and guide enterprises to

play an important role in safeguarding national

security, the operation of the national economy,

and the development of strategic emerging

industries, and to promote enterprises actively

assume social responsibilities.

The sixth is to improve the accountability

mechanism and protect the entrepreneurial

spirit, adhere to compliance operations,

abandon the “results-only hero” assessment

mechanism, guide enterprises to make scientific

and reasonable decisions, prevent various

risks, prevent major decision-making errors and

the loss of state-owned assets, and maintain

the safety of state-owned capital and value

preservation and appreciation of state-owned

capital. In order to stimulate and protect the

entrepreneurial spirit, if the implementation of

major technological innovations and

development of strategic emerging industries

have an adverse impact on business

performance, no negative evaluation will be

made in the assessment according to the

principle of “three distinctions”.

II. Construction of SOEs’

Performance Assessment System
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1.The structure of assessment system

Implement a scientific and reasonable

performance evaluation system. When the

performance evaluation system can

provide a dynamic mechanism for

business operators to detect and identify

opportunities, entrepreneurs can better

capture the signs and symptoms of the

development, explore the direction and

breakthrough of the new situation, and

promote it to achieve the best state of

responsibility for maximizing corporate

value.

The needs of stakeholders in SOEs

dominated by investors are diversified, and

the guiding role of performance evaluation

is to urge enterprises to pay attention to

the needs of stakeholders and meet their

needs. What kind of strategy is used to

meet and realize the needs of these

stakeholders is very important, and the

strategies of different levels of the

enterprise are also different. After the

enterprise has the overall strategic goal,

plan, and specific business and functional

strategy, it also determines the corporate

goals. To achieve the goals, we must

develop management processes and use

the performance evaluation indicators to

assess enterprise objectives. As for

evaluating the technical operation, it

naturally involves how to determine the

performance evaluation standard,

calculate the evaluation score, and use the

evaluation result, which is the specific

operation method and practice of

performance evaluation. Finally, a

performance report should be adopted to

report the completion of performance to

stakeholders led by enterprise investors, to

form a complete closed-loop of

performance assessment. The enterprise

performance assessment management

cycle is shown in Figure 1.

The corporate performance evaluation

system involves the appraisal subject,

object, target, index, standard, method,

report, and other elements. The

performance evaluation framework for

SOEs can be summarized as follows:

establish a scientific and practical performance

evaluation process with enterprise strategy as the

guide, the assessment purpose as the direction,

the assessment indicators as the core, the

assessment standards as the basis, the

assessment methods as tools, and the

assessment results as the end-result, and

implement annual, tenure, long-term evaluation

and incentives, promote the maximum value of

SOEs and achieve high-quality development. It is

the structure of the state-owned enterprise

performance assessment system in this paper,

which can guide the construction of the entire

performance evaluation system. For all the

assessment elements in the assessment system,

selecting assessment indicators is critical, and

determining assessment benchmarks is difficult,

which will be analyzed as follows.

The overall purpose of the architecture system

design can be described as: “Strategic planning

leads, tertiary structure connects, indicator system

guides, power responsibility interlocks, and whole

process assessed.”

The so-called “strategic planning leading” is to

clarify the strategic objectives and planning, the

mission and responsibility of the enterprise, and

the performance assessment objectives, which is

the most basic work of performance assessment

into value management, but also the direction and

guidance of performance assessment. The so-

called “tertiary structure connection” refers to the

seamless connection of the enterprise

development system and the performance
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assessment system, of the enterprise annual

target plan, and the annual performance

assessment responsibility target, of the enterprise

medium-term (three-year) development plan, and

the tenure evaluation target, and of the enterprise

long-term development strategy and the long-

term incentive measures.

The so-called “indicator system guidance”

emphasizes the core role of the selection of

assessment index with weight that plays in the

assessment system. The assessment content is

directly related to the positioning and orientation

of the evaluation, and the assessment index

guidance is of vital importance. The so-called

“power responsibility interlock” means that the

incentives and constraints are embodied in the

power and responsibility. Annual incentives,

tenure incentives, and long-term incentives are

divided into two types, current and expected, and

they are cross-checked with power and

responsibilities. The so-called “whole process

assessment” refers to the assessment of the

person in charge of the enterprise. During the

tenure, there will be an annual business

performance evaluation and a tenured business

performance evaluation. After the tenure, there is

a responsibility assessment for major decision

mistakes (in addition to legal investigation, it

mainly depends on long-term incentive

investigation).

The objectives of SOEs’ operating performance

evaluation system mentioned above can be

summarized as follows: establish a sound

performance evaluation system with clear

guidance for both long term and short term,

significantly enhance the scientific, pertinent, and

leading role of performance evaluation, improve

the mechanisms for maintaining and increasing

the value of state capital and for providing

effective incentives and constraints, guide SOEs

to improve quality and efficiency upgrades, and

achieve high-quality development to meet the

needs of corporate stakeholders led by investors.

2. Basic elements of performance

Evaluation

(1) Corporate strategy and assessment

goals

The success of a business strategy depends

on the resources and capabilities that the

company has and the strength of its

advantages. Only resources and capabilities

that are scarce, difficult to imitate, and

irreplaceable can better promote the success of

the business strategy. The strategic goal of an

enterprise will inevitably determine the goal of

corporate performance evaluation, but the

scope of the strategic goal is wider, and the

tasks are more compared with those of the

performance evaluation goals. Enterprise

strategic management includes strategy

formulation, implementation, evaluation, control,

and other activities.

The process is similar to the performance

evaluation management process. The

performance evaluation process can be

considered as a subsystem of the corporate

strategic management control process.

Implementing strategic control and performance

management has become the primary

motivation for enterprises to conduct

performance evaluations. According to Zhao

Erjun’s questionnaire (Zhao, 2014 ), the primary

goal of performance evaluation is to achieve

corporate strategic management goals (78.65%

of the survey respondents). The secondary goal

is to determine the remuneration of business

operators and employees (64.04%). The tertiary

goal is to clarify the responsibilities of the

business operators and employees (56.18%).

The last is for the appointment and removal of

business operators (43.82%).

The nature of the enterprise determines the

operating objectives of SOEs. The SOEs’

performance assessment targets should reflect

the general requirements of maintaining and

increasing the value of state-owned capital and

consider the positioning of different functions

and properties of enterprises to improve the

pertinence of assessment targets.

In addition, the resource endowments of each

enterprise are different, and the leading factors

for value creation are also different. Some are

financial capital-led, some are human capital-

led, some are social capital-led, and some are

mixed capital-led.

Therefore, according to the different types of
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corporate capital governance, with the idea

of contingency dynamics, the research

puts forward different evaluation goals for

enterprise performance together with the

evaluation indicators and weights

determined thereby.

(2) Assessment implementation

There is no doubt that the performance

evaluation goal should be consistent with

the enterprise goal. Regarding the

enterprise goal, the current mainstream

view in the theoretical circle is to pursue

the maximization of enterprise value, and

the maximization of enterprise value is

consistent with the maximization of the

interests of enterprise stakeholders (He,

2012). According to contract theory, an

enterprise comprises shareholders,

creditors, suppliers, customers, operators,

employees, communities, governments,

and other interest groups that maximize

individual utility under certain constraints.

In the constant pursuit of individual goals

such as maximizing shareholder wealth,

employee salaries, operator benefits,

customer effects, creditors’ interests, and

government taxation, all stakeholders of

the enterprise continue to play games and

cooperate to maximize stakeholders’

interests under equilibrium, thus

contributing to maximize the enterprise

value. The pursuit of enterprise value

maximization is the pursuit of the interests

of all stakeholders in the equilibrium state

to achieve the Pareto optimal state. It can

be said that the maximization of enterprise

value promotes the maximization of

stakeholders’ interests, and the

maximization of the interests of

stakeholders guarantees the maximization

of enterprise value and ultimately achieves

the consistency of the two goals.

Therefore, the enterprise performance

evaluation responsibility certificate is

nominally signed by the enterprise investor

or the entrusted board of directors and the

enterprise operator. However, in essence,

it is signed by the investor on behalf of all

the stakeholders of the enterprise,

because if the legitimate and reasonable

interests of enterprise stakeholders are not

considered and guaranteed, the enterprise value

will inevitably be lost eventually. The enterprise

assessment objectives will not be reached at last.

Therefore, the main body of enterprise

performance assessment should be creditors,

operators, workers, suppliers, customers,

government, and so on, who have formed a

dynamic interest network with the enterprise, and

all provide two-way demand and contributions.

(3) Targets of Assessment

The subject of enterprise evaluation is different,

the strategic objectives are different, and the

object of enterprise performance evaluation is

naturally different. According to the three-level-

strategy comprised of company-level strategy,

business-level strategy, and functional-level

strategy, the evaluation object can also be divided

into three levels.

The first level is the overall evaluation of

the enterprise group, the second level is the

performance evaluation of subsidiary companies

or business divisions, and the third level is the

performance evaluation of individual employees.

The evaluation of the overall performance of

enterprise groups is the most researched area in

theory and practice. As an investor, the State-

owned Assets Supervision and Administration

Commission (hereinafter Referred to as “SASAC”)

conducts business performance evaluations on

enterprise groups. Both financial and non-financial

indicators can be used. Both result and process

indicators can be used. Both absolute index and

relative index can be used. The assessment

objectives mainly determine the selection of

indicators for assessment.

The performance evaluation of subsidiaries or

business units is derived from the internal

management requirements of the group company.

It is more of a decomposition of the group

company’s overall performance goals. Through

the transmission of pressure levels and the

hierarchical decomposition of objectives, the

business objectives are implemented in each

relevant subsidiary or business unit, and each

subsidiary or business unit is decomposed into

subordinate enterprises or production and

operation units and functional departments, and

finally to the production and operation teams and
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The above high-quality development indicators

can be increased or decreased according to the

actual situation of the enterprise. Some

comprehensive indicators are basically

applicable to all SOEs by combining the

development status and shortcomings of SOEs,

domestic and foreign performance evaluation

systems, and the recognition of major capital

markets. For example, the net profit attributable

to the owner of the parent company and the rate

of return on state-owned capital reflects capital

profitability. The total labor productivity reflects

adequate supply capacity. The asset-liability

ratio and surplus cash guarantee multiple reflect

risk prevention capability and the social

contribution rate that reflect social contribution

capability. Some certain indicators are

applicable to SOEs in different industries and

guide enterprises to strengthen their weak links.

According to their functional positioning,

different indicators are adopted such as the

gross profit rate measuring the adequate supply

capacity of manufacturing industry, the

technology input rate reflecting the

technological innovation capability of industrial

enterprises, the transnational index reflecting

international enterprises, and the

comprehensive energy consumption with the

added value of ten thousand yuan reflecting

high energy-consuming enterprises. In short, a

selective, scientific, and reasonable quotation of

the above-mentioned high-quality development

indicators can better improve the quality,

individuals, so as to achieve the landing of the

company’s strategic goals.

(4) Evaluation Indicators

After clarifying the objectives, subjects, objects,

principles, and procedures of the business

performance evaluation system, it needs to be

implemented with the aid of the evaluation index

system. Enterprise management is a complex

system with different functional positionings,

natures, organizational structures, industry cycles

and business models, and different evaluation

methods and indicators for enterprise managers.

The assessment index has a goal-oriented

function for enterprise operators, which is not

only conducive to the objective and fair

evaluation of the performance of enterprise

operators but also conducive to the realization of

the strategic goals of enterprises, and helps to

form the core competitiveness of enterprises. The

establishment of the evaluation index system

should fully consider the high-quality

development requirements of SOEs and

comprehensively reflect the business,

management, and innovation capabilities of the

business operators.

As mentioned above, the high-quality

development of SOEs is to achieve higher-quality

more efficient, and more sustainable

development of enterprises. “Higher quality, more

efficient and more sustainable” is divided into

eight capacities: capital profitability, scientific and

technological innovation, transnational operation,

effective supply, enterprise operation, green

development, social contribution,

and risk prevention and control.

Each capability can correspond to

a number of financial, statistical, or

conceptual indicators and form a

high-quality development index

database of SOEs. When

designing the index database, it is

necessary to resolutely abandon

the past indicators for the pursuit

of speed and scale development

and effectively highlight the

indicators for the pursuit of new

development philosophy, such as

replacing “total profit” or “net profit”

with “net profit attributable to the

owners of the parent company”

(see Table 1).
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efficiency, and motivation of growth of

SOEs and help achieve higher quality,

more efficient, and more sustainable

development in an effective way.

(5) Evaluation criteria

After the evaluation index is determined, it

is necessary to determine the scale of the

performance evaluation. According to the

target management theory, only after the

result of the evaluation index is compared

with the standard can the evaluation score

or grade be obtained. Specific evaluation

standards can be divided into the

historical, budget-centered, industry-

centered, benchmark-centered, and mixed

standards. The historical standard is a

standard based on the completion of past

performance. Generally, three comparison

methods are used: the completion of the

previous year, the average completion of

the past three years, and the highest

historical performance. The budget

standard is the target standard

decomposed according to the enterprise

strategic planning. According to the

internal and external environment, the

enterprise uses the comprehensive budget

system to make a scientific prediction of

the performance level to be realized in the

current period. The industry standard is

based on the specific index values of the

industry in which the enterprise is located

as the performance evaluation standard,

which can be precisely divided into the fair

level, excellent level, and poor level and so

on. The benchmark standard is based on

the performance level of the industry’s best

enterprise or major competitor as the

evaluation standard; the mixed standard

integrates the standards mentioned above.

Regardless of the standard, the concept of

relative performance evaluation should be

considered to effectively eliminate the

influence of systematic uncertainties and

avoid the “ratchet effect” of performance

evaluation so that the evaluation results

can effectively reflect the efforts of senior

executives, rather than relying on luck to

obtain high scores and good evaluation.

The development basis of the SOEs varies

greatly, and the performance evaluation of the

person in charge of the enterprise cannot be

equivalent to the performance evaluation of the

enterprise. Therefore, it is obviously inappropriate

to use a unified industry standard. Because of the

prevalence of the “budget slack” phenomenon, the

performance evaluation based on the budget is

actually “paying the operator to lie”, so the budget

target is generally not used as the performance

evaluation standard. The benchmark standard

uses the performance level of the most

outstanding enterprises or major competitors in

the industry as the evaluation standard, which is

naturally not applicable to most enterprises.

Based on the above reasons, for an extended

period of time, most SOEs should mainly adopt a

vertical ratio assessment and scoring method.

That is, the basic idea of determining the target

value is to let the enterprise compare with itself

and see how much progress has been made

(historical standard). At the same time, let the

company compare with the same industry to see

its status in the industry (industry standard). Of

course, in the actual confirmation of the

assessment target value, factors such as

comparability and industry benchmarking need to

be considered. Comparability factors mainly

include major changes in assessment boundary

conditions, major one-off factors, major

production capacity changes, major increase or

decrease in capital, and other factors, and

historical values should be adjusted according to

the facts. Industry benchmarking factors are

mainly based on the benchmarking results of

comparable enterprises in the same industry, and

the weaknesses caused by subjective reasons

should be made up. The historical standards that

have considered comparable factors are adjusted

according to the industry benchmarking results.

The resulting evaluation target value is essentially

a mixed standard. That is, the historical standard

is the main standard, and the benchmarking

standard is the auxiliary standard. Let us take net

profit as an example.

The benchmark value of the annual net profit of

the assessment = the actual net profit of the

previous year (which can fluctuate appropriately

according to the industry trends) ±the value of

major boundary condition changes ± the value of

major capacity increase or decrease ±the value of

major one-time factors ± the major equity
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the benchmark value of the annual net profit for

the assessment can be considered as

appropriate.

(6) Assessment method

The evaluation of business performance

generally adopts a comprehensive evaluation

method. That is, based on a multiple index

system, a functional relationship is established

between evaluation indicators, standards, and

results. After calculating the numerical score of

a single index, the evaluation score or

conclusion of enterprise comprehensive

business performance is obtained using the

function relation of the index weight.

The specific calculation methods of

performance evaluation include comprehensive

index method, efficacy coefficient method,

comprehensive analysis, judgment method, etc.

There are subjective weighting methods and

objective weighting methods for the weight of

assessment indicators. Whether these methods

are reasonable or not directly determines the

quality of the final assessment results.

(7) Assessment report

The appraisal report is the output information of

the business performance evaluation system,

and it is also a systematic concluding

document. It is a systematic summary of the

performance evaluation process. It should

generally include basic elements such as the

appraisal subject, object, target, standard,

indicator, and method, and may also include the

enterprise introduction, analysis of evaluation

results, problems in operation and management

and suggestions for improvement, etc.

Generally speaking, corporate strategy

determines the main body of performance

evaluation, the performance evaluation body

determines the appraisal target, the appraisal

target determines the appraisal index, standard,

and method, and then forms the appraisal

report. The appraisal report is mainly used for

strategic management, operator incentives, and

the improvement for internal management

control system. After the report is given, the

performance evaluation system will inevitably

be modified, supplemented, and improved, and

will affect the operation of the next performance

evaluation cycle.

financing impact value industry benchmarking

influence value ± influence value of other major

factors.

① Major boundary condition variation factors

refer to the adjustment of budget boundary

conditions of enterprises affected by commodity

price fluctuations and other important events

when the benchmark value of annual net profit of

enterprises is verified. For example, the prices of

coal, oil, natural gas, aluminum, on-grid

electricity, and others are quite different from the

actual amount of the enterprise in the previous

year, and the benchmark value of the annual net

profit for assessment should be increased or

decreased in accordance with the degree of

impact of the difference or a certain proportion.

② The major production capacity increase or

decrease factors refer to the impact value of the

expected major production capacity increase or

decrease in the previous year on the net profit,

and the benchmark value of the annual net profit

shall be adjusted accordingly.

③ Significant one-off factors refer to the impact

of major non-recurrent gains and losses of the

previous year on the net profit, and the

benchmark value of the annual net profit is

adjusted accordingly.

④ Significant equity financing factors refer to the

impact of equity financing (including the

introduction of strategic investors, debt-to-equity

swaps, perpetual bonds, preferred stocks, etc.) or

capital reductions on the net profit in the previous

year and the annual net profit benchmark value of

the assessment year should be adjusted

accordingly.

⑤ The industry benchmarking factor refers to

the value of the net profit impact of the company

based on the benchmarking results of

comparable companies in the same industry and

the short-board indicators generated by

subjective factors. The benchmark value of the

annual net profit for assessment is adjusted

accordingly.

⑥ The impact value of other major factors refers

to the major incomparable factors that occur in

addition to the above items, and the impact on
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integrated and elaborated. The long-term

assessment is mainly based on equity

incentives, which is essentially different

from the annual and tenure assessment,

and should be elaborated separately. The

annual, tenure, and long-term assessment

of each specific assessment system is

very complicated and cumbersome and

requires detailed research and discussion.

This paper selects its concise summary

and highlights the innovative points.

(1) Annual and tenure assessment

The annual business performance

evaluation shall take the Gregorian

calendar year as the evaluation period,

and the business performance evaluation

for the term of office generally takes three

years as the evaluation period. The annual

assessment focuses on the economic

efficiency of the enterprise, the efficiency

of capital operation, the level of lean

management, and the ability to create

value, and the assessment on the term of

office focuses on the level of capital return

and sustainable development capabilities.

① Assessment indicators. The annual

evaluation indicators should be result-

oriented, with results-based and lagging

indicators as the mainstay, focusing on

completing annual business objectives and

tasks. The tenure evaluation indicators

should be targeted and problem-oriented,

with driving and leading indicators as the

mainstay, focusing on primary and fundamental

problems that are difficult to solve in a year, which

is conducive to the formation of long-term

development potential. The annual and tenure

operating performance evaluation system is

recommended to be composed of basic,

classification, and constraint indicators. The basic

indicators are mostly common assessment

indicators, with a high proportion of assessment

weights.

Most classification indicators are individual

indicators, with a low proportion of assessment

weights. Constraint indicators include both

common indicators and individual indicators,

which do not account for the weight of

assessment scores. The basic indicators and

classification indicators of the assessment should

be added or subtracted according to the

corresponding scoring rules. In contrast, the

binding indicators can be completed without

additional points, and if they are not completed,

they will be determined according to the

corresponding points. According to the principle of

“less but precise” assessment indicators, two

basic assessment indicators are generally

selected, two classification indicators are

selected, and one to three constraint indicators

are generally appropriate. The annual and tenure

evaluation indicators for commercial SOEs in the

mature period are shown in Table 2.

② Assessment scores. Annual business

3. Performance evaluation

method

The SOEs performance

evaluation methods include

annual appraisal, tenure

appraisal, and long-term

appraisal. Both annual

appraisal and tenure

appraisal are short-term and

medium-term appraisals.

There are many

commonalities in appraisal

indicators, standards,

methods, and scores. They

are closely connected and

cannot be separated.

Therefore, it can be
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evaluate “excess eff orts” and to establish a

bond of interest between the two, corresponding

to the results of annual and tenure evaluations

and the customized long-term evaluation

indicators. There are many long-term incentive

tools, which can be divided into equity type and

cash type according to the characteristics and

payment method of incentive tools. Equity-

based incentives refer to companies granting

equity instruments such as shares to incentive

objects or undertaking incentives based on

equity instruments, such as restricted stocks

and stock options.

Equity incentives are proactive in the

implementation process of private enterprises.

In contrast, SOEs are often passive in

implementing equity incentives due to the lack

of an effective professional manager market,

imperfect performance evaluation indicators,

and asymmetrical equity incentives and

constraints. Due to the nature of SOEs’ equity

incentives, the implementation of equity

incentives is too cautious, and the progress is

relatively slow, which to a certain extent hinders

the reform and development of SOEs.

① Equity incentives for listed SOEs. From

2010 to 2019, 432 SOEs in the A-share market

implemented 436 equity incentive plans, of

which 226 were implemented in 2019,

accounting for 52%. In terms of incentive

methods, in 10 years, there were 307 restricted

stock items, accounting for 70%; 125 stock

options, accounting for 29%. Only 1% use stock

options. State-owned listed companies should

choose based on the characteristics of their

industries and enterprises when choosing

incentive tools. The restricted stock approach

should be their preferred tool for listed

companies with relatively stable performance

and mature SOEs, from the perspective of long-

term incentives’ binding force and long-term

effectiveness. However, for high-tech

enterprises in the rapid development stage, the

incentive effect of stock options is relatively

good.

In the long-term incentive performance

evaluation, since the realization of the equity

incentive income is directly linked to the

completion of the performance evaluation index,

performance assessment comprehensive score =

∑ assessment index score × performance

assessment coefficient + bonus points -

assessment deduction points.

A comprehensive score of business performance

evaluation during tenure = ∑ score of evaluation

index × performance evaluation coefficient of

tenure + three-year annual business performance

evaluation score of tenure + bonus points

assessment deduction points.

Combining the functional positioning of the

enterprise, differentiated coefficients for

enterprise evaluation is determined by selecting

the profitability, return on capital, labor output

efficiency, social responsibility, innovation ability,

etc. as index factors with different weights

determined and the annual operating

performance evaluation coefficient calculated.

The value is generally 1~ 1.15. The term

evaluation coefficient is determined by the

average value of the annual evaluation

coefficient.

In addition, those who have made outstanding

contributions in scientific and technological

innovation, major projects, social participation,

and reform and innovation can be given

appropriate points. In the event of major

problems in safety accidents, environmental

incidents, financial fraud, violations of laws and

disciplines, appropriate points can be deducted.

The addition and subtraction of points should be

discussed on a case-by-case basis, and the

points added should not be too high to ensure the

fairness of the assessment results.

③ Assessment results. According to the

performance evaluation scores, the annual and

tenure business performance evaluation levels

can be divided into A, B, C, D, etc. The

evaluation results are the main basis for the

salary distribution for the head of the company

and the important basis for job adjustment.

(2) Long-term incentive assessment

Long-term incentives refer to continuous

incentives that are linked to shareholder value

and installments in cash. From an evaluation

perspective, the key to a long-term incentive

mechanism is to quantify “long-term benefits” and
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the design for an accurate, scientific, and

rational appraisal index system directly

affect the incentive effect.

According to the author’s analysis and

research, the current equity incentive

exercise conditions are mainly linked to

financial performance assessment

indicators such as return on net assets,

economic value-added, income growth

rate, and cash management index. It is

recommended to increase the return on

equity appropriately, and economic value

added attributable to owners of the parent

company, the contribution rate of emerging

businesses, and the investment intensity of

science and technology.

In the current laws, regulations, and

practices, the implementation of equity

incentive plans by state-owned listed

companies has not considered the factors

of the company’s annual and tenure

operating performance evaluation results.

Compared with the several individual

assessment-linked indicators used in

equity incentives, the annual and tenure

assessment results more comprehensively

and fairly reflect the company’s overall

business performance. It is recommended

that the implementation of stock options,

restricted stocks, and other equity

incentives be appropriately linked to the

company’s annual and tenure assessment

results.

For example, assuming that the company’s

annual and tenure assessment results are

graded as A, B, C, and D, it can be

stipulated that the conditions for being

granted must be grade B or higher, and

the right exercise ratio and unlocking ratio

are linked to the assessment grade. For

example, the proportion of grade A is

100%, and grade B is 80%, grade C is

60%, and grade D is 0.

② Shareholding by employees of state-

owned non-listed companies. After the

“1+N” state-owned enterprise reform policy

system was basically formed, the State-

owned Assets Supervision and

Administration Commission of the State Council

further clarified the “ten reform pilots” of SOEs,

and one of the biggest highlights is the trial

implementation of mixed-ownership reform and

employee stock ownership. With the deepening

and normalization of the mixed reform of SOEs,

more and more SOEs have begun to actively

explore the mode of employee stock ownership,

which is the fundamental way to solve the

inadequacy of the ultimate ownership of SOEs.

The four basic methods of the employee stock

ownership model are direct shareholding in the

name of individuals, corporate enterprises, asset

management plans, and partnership enterprises.

At present, the indirect shareholding of limited

partnership (LP) has been gradually recognized

by people for its advantages of solid equity

control, with relatively low tax burden, and

relatively high flexibility. It is becoming a trend to

take limited partnership as an employee

shareholding platform. In order to ensure the

equity incentive effect of employee shareholding,

the focus of the limited partnership shareholding

platform is to deal with the issues such as the

entry and exit of the motivated employees, the

circulation distribution mechanism, and the entry

and exit prices so that the role of the employee

shareholding platform can be effectively brought

into play.

A. The distribution mechanism of access and

circulation. The entry mechanism focuses on the

arrangement of reserved equity and the entry of

new employees, which are regulated and

consolidated in the partnership charter,

partnership agreement, and other documents. The

circulation mechanism, combined with the
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authentic than the evaluation report, which will

inevitably benefit the exit of the limited

partnership. The implementation of the entry

mechanism has enhanced the liquidity of

partnership shares and improved the

effectiveness of equity incentives for SOEs with

mixed ownership employees.

In accordance with the assessment

requirements for promoting the high-quality

development of SOEs, this paper systematically

elaborates the 10 basic principles and 6

assessment orientations of the SOEs

performance assessment, and constructs a

state-owned enterprise operating performance

evaluation system structure, including the

assessment elements like subjects, objects,

objectives, indicators, standards, methods, and

reports. The paper also briefly analyzes the

issues of annual, tenure, and long-term

incentive assessment, and is intended to solve

the current outstanding problems of SOEs

through the improvement of the operating

performance evaluation system. By improving

the incentive and restraint mechanism and

promoting the preservation and appreciation of

state-owned capital, promote the high-quality

development of SOEs.

corporate performance evaluation system,

establishes a dynamic equity adjustment

mechanism with the market-oriented and

competitive matching of labor and positions

through the adjustment of positions and ranks to

realize the dynamic adjustment of employee

shareholding. In principle, it should be adjusted

once a year. The exit mechanism, the enterprise

employee shareholding management measures

should clearly stipulate the exit mechanism of

employee shareholders. The distribution

mechanism, in order to ensure the sustained and

stable income of the partners and enhance the

attractiveness of the partnership, in principle, the

partnership enterprise should distribute all the

distributable profits to the partners in proportion

to the partnership share.

B. Entry and exit price. Theoretically speaking,

employee shareholdings’ entry and exit prices

should be determined according to the

corresponding evaluation values, but such

operating procedures are complicated, costly,

and easy to control. It is recommended that the

entry and exit prices are based on the audited

book net assets of the partnership, and the

reasons are as follows.

First, the partnership’s equity investment in the

target company is accounted for in accordance

with the equity method (the partnership has a

significant impact on the shareholding company),

so the target company’s operating results and

financial status will naturally be listed in the

partnership’s own accounting statements based

on its equity. The ratio is confirmed and

measured.

Second, under certain conditions, the equity

investment of the partnership enterprise in the

target company can also be measured according

to financial assets, and the market value change

of the shares of the target company will be

reflected in its own statements to ensure that the

limited partnership company’s book net assets

and appraised value are basically the same.

Third, the statutory audit of the limited partnership

enterprise statement is required for each fiscal

year. Therefore, no additional costs will be added

to the entry and exit of the partnership. Moreover,

the audited financial report is more fair and
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Mr. Dr. Kuhnert, Merck at the Capital Market

Day has announced a strategy of the

optimal use of capital. What has a business

unit to offer in future, in order to get money

allocated for expansion measures?

Strategic capital allocation is a very decisive

subject for us. In the last years, especially

large transactions have characterized Merck

which generated transformations. In the

meantime, however, we have many diverse

opportunities for growth, also organically. We

therefore have to be very clear about where

and how we do invest. Before about three

years we have put our entire portfolio on a

checking platform. For an evaluation of the

businesses we have thereby used two criteria:

the attractiveness of the markets, in which they

operate, and the ability to win, and also their

performance capability on the basis of this

evaluation, we have given specific

portfolio roles to the businesses.

Thereby, in the group, competition for

money has been opened?

GERMANY

The CFO on the role allocation 

and cash bringers in the portfolio 
— From the Börsen-Zeitung, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, December 23, 2021, article provided by 

GEFIU, Association of Chief Financial Officers Germany, the German IAFEI Member Association

The allocation of roles makes possible a clear

steering of capital expenditure allocation. We

cannot invest everywhere at the same time in

growth, because also the cash flow balance

in the group must be maintained.

How are the roles allocated?

We have business units, which are primarily

responsible for the growth of the group.

These units are qualified for larger capital

expenditures and M & A. Other business units

are rather managed with a view to cash

generation; they provide high margins and

liquidity, in order to finance the growth

promoters.

Will the optimized capital allocation

increasingly contribute to changes in the

portfolio?

Strategic capital allocation is exactly meant to

produce this: Impacting changes in the

portfolio with a view to strategic Fit and

financial Added Value. The takeover of the

Versum Corporation in 2019 is a very good

example, how we use our capital in an

optimal way. On the basis of our portfolio

analysis we had clearly qualified our

semiconductor business as a strategic growth

area. Therefore we could react quickly, when

we had the opportunity for the acquisition in

the USA, and we could further build up our

business with materials for the semiconductor

industry.

Did you filter out underperformers, which

provided neither cash nor growth?

Temporarily, our business with Effect

pigments and additives for dyes and paints ,
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to be cross-subsidized, the ones

generate the cash for growth of the

others?

A cross subsidization is definitely

excluded, this exactly we want to prevent

with this strategic measure. We invest only

in businesses, which at least earn their

costs of capital and which will be, in future,

the growth and margin providers of the

group. Growth businesses, however, have

to be encouraged early on, in order to be

able to develop into cash bringers. At the

same time we have shown in the past, that

we decisively have divested businesses,

where we are not any longer the best

strategic owners. So there is no trace of

cross-subsidization.

Which activities are now leading at your

capital expenditures?

More than 70 % of our capital expenditure

in the years 2021 to 2025 will be in our so-

called Big-3-Businesses. To them we

count the process solutions business of

our business area Life Science, which

offers technologies for the drugs and

vaccination production, new products of

our business area Healthcare and

Semiconductor Solutions, the semi

conductor business of our business area

Electronics. These investments comprise

capex, research and development as well

as M & A. The Big3 are planned to

contribute to roundabout 80 % of growth

for the group. On the contrary, though, the

business of liquid christals is in the role of a cash

generator.

With this, there is presently no major portfolio

reshuffling envisaged?

You know, that we are screening our portfolio in

regular intervals, whether all businesses meet the

long term business expectations and whether we

are still the best strategic owner. Out of these

considerations, Merck, years ago, has divested

the Consumer Health Business. The same was

true for Biosimilars and for the allergy business

Allergopharma.

With this differentiated business strategy, are

major acquisitions excluded for the time

being?

Not at all. The opportunities and the possibilities

for growth have now more facets. We are not any

more looking at big acquisitions like some years

ago, when we had to develop the portfolio

significantly more. M & A is now one element of

several ones with which we want to realise our

future growth and strengthen the competitiveness

of our portfolio.

So the next mega deal is not in the pipeline?

In the next two years we shall probably rather

more execute a number of smaller deals. It is

about strengthening in a targeted way our three

business areas. If, however, a onetime chance

arises and if it could be financed, we would

belonged to the activities,

which we had to set

again on the right course.

Surface solutions had

been impacted for some

time, especially by the

pandemic, by the slow

flow of the business in

the automobile and the

cosmetics markets. In the

first nine months of the

year, however, we have

seen very significant

recovery tendencies, the

business has grown in a

double digit way.

But with this, business

units continue to be
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certainly have a look at it. It is, however,

significantly more probable, that we are heading

towards small and medium sized transactions..

How far reaches middle sized?

Do not nail me at a number, but significantly

smaller than at last the Versum acquisition - this

was a volume of roundabout 5,8 billion €.

Financial maneuvering room is available after

the decrease of debt. Next year bonds by the

amount of 1 billion US-Dollar and 500 million

€ are maturing. Will you utilize the record high

cash flow, in order to repay, or will you re-

finance - the conditions are still favourable ?

This naturally depends, on whether we shall be

active on the M & A market till end of 2022. If one

leaves this out, then in any case we have enough

cash flow, in order to repay both maturing bonds

next year. If no bigger or mid sized acquisitions

have to be financed, then as seen from today we

would not have to re-finance.

The cash flow, without re-financing, would

even be sufficient for the planned capital

expenditure?

The group has significantly increased the

generation of cash flow. The flow of funds from

the operating business would be sufficient,

without acquisitions, for the bond repayments and

for the accelerated capital expenditure planning

- here we shall next year advance to a capex

amount of 2 billion €.

How is the liquidity management working in

times of negative interest rates and inflation?

No corporation can completely stay out of this

development, also not Merck. We are presently

not in a position, to generate with our liquid

means a positive interest rate return., it is slightly

negative. We distribute the liquidity essentially

into bank deposits, investments in commercial

paper of other corporations and money market

funds. The inflation as such has no direct

influence on the liquidity management, at most

indirectly by way of the inflation expectations,

which influence the interest rates. At the short

term end of the interest curve we presently, in

spite of the increasing inflation, still do see

relatively little motion.

Do you take advance measures against a

stronger money devaluation?

One cannot really hedge. The most reliable

protection we see in efficient cost structures and

price increases. At this it is decisive, in which

businesses one is on one`s way, and which

price setting power a corporation has.

In which businesses Merck presently is

getting most cost pressure from raw

material

prices?

Clearly in the area of electronics. Here some

raw materials have become significantly more

expensive through the inflationary price

pressure, nature catastrophies, scarcity of

energy, and restrictions in logistics, for instance

the technical solvents PRME and PGMEA. This

is somewhat painful, but we are mastering the

situation well, so far. As well we are intensely

looking at all supply chains, in order to avoid at

any case scarcity or even non availability of

important raw materials. This we have achieved

well so far.

To what degree is it possible now, to pass

on price increases at pre-products to the

end users?

At the top here is life science. Throughout this

business Merck has a good market position. As

well it is mostly about products, which in the

value added chain of the customers have a

moderate value added contribution, but are

extremely important in the pharmaceutical

production or the pharmaceutical research. This

gives us a good pricing power. This, on

principle, is also true for the electronics

business, even though less strong, and not

across the entire product portfolio. The business

is driven more by volume and overall more price

sensitive. At the lower end is Healthcare,

because the pharmaceutical business is

regulated more

strongly.

With this, narrower limits are set for price
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increases at pharmaceuticals?

Yes, though healthcare gets much less

pressure from price increases at the raw

material end. The business, in addition,

among all 3 business areas, has the

highest gross margin, it was in the third

quarter at over 70 %. With this it is less

dependable on higher raw material prices.

How Merck, as a supplier of the

semiconductor industry, is feeling the

chip crisis?

When a specific product at the customer of

our customers becomes scarce, then on

principle I regard this as a good sign.

Because it induces the semiconductor

industry, to build up its capacities. This will

also advance our business in the long

term, and possibly already in the medium

term. Big chip producers have announced

big investments, this is sending to us the

clear signal, that the business will be

booming.

But this is not yet reflected in your

short term forecast for the segment

Electronics?

For 2022 we are very confident for the

business with semiconductor materials.

The market indicators are all standing at

green, the demand is extremely robust.

With a view to the total economy, one has

to observe, that the easier part of the

business cycle recovery is over and that

one has to expect a more difficult course.

We are enjoying at the moment the sun,

but we are also already preparing for the

next winter.

How suits the weather forecast to your

ambitious investment plans? Merck

wants to invest till 2025 still

significantly more than 3 billion € into

the electronics business.

To this we hold on. The megatrends in the

market do exist, when we are thinking of

subjects like digitization or the internet of

things. As a strategic supplier we must.

accompany the growth of the semiconductor

industry with a corresponding capacity increase.

Electronics in the semiconductor business as

per your forecasts attaining in the medium

term a dynamic, which is above the market

growth. What makes Merck faster than the

competitors?

Here we consider two factors as especially

relevant. First, the breadth of our portfolio, which

puts us into the position, to benefit fully from the

market growth. Even more dynamic should

result from the fact, that Merck in the area of

semiconductor materials, is especially strong in

the segments, in which in future there will be the

essential growth.

This is about which products?

It is about socalled deposition materials, where we

have made, with the acquisition of the Versum

Corporation, a great step forward. It is in addition

the spin-on-electronics-materials, where Merck

itself already was strong before the Versum

acquisition. In addition to this the so called CMP-

Slurries for chemical-mechanical polishing, where

we also already had a good position.

Another growth area are so called specialty-

gases. In these material classes in our view in

future the progress will happen. At this we shall

strongly participate, because we increase the
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capacity for this and already have today a good

market position. This gives us the starting

position, to grow faster than the market.

You have mentioned the capacity bottlenecks

of the Life Science Division. Is this a

temporary Corona effect, or a cause to

increase the capacities for the long term?

We are switching also in Life Science clearly on

to expansion. Apart of the back wind out of the

pandemic, we are feeling the increasing dynamic

in the base business. The pandemic has

increased certain market trends, which also in

future should get ahead the base business. This

relates as an example to the socalled new modes

such as the mRNA-Technology, which has

become known in the context of the Corona

vaccines. Other examples for new modes are

viral vectors or Antibody Active Ingredients

Conjugates. This should strongly accelerate the

market growth for products from these drug

classes. In addition, pharmaceutical and biotech

companies will outsource more activities of

product development and -production. Also here

we want to expand our footprint, with investments

and, as the case may be, with acquisitions.

If one looks at the regional breakdown, then

the Asia share of the Life Science Division is

with 25 % of sales clearly behind North

America and Europe. How much wants Merck

to catch up in the region?

This is a clear objective. We do see in Asia

dynamically growing markets. Especially in China

a research intensive pharmaceutical and biotech

industry is developing. The capacity expansion is

putting us into the position, to there generate

additional growth. At last we had to budget well

our capacities. The background of this is the

Defense Production Act in the USA, which during

the pandemic has forced us, by way of socalled

Rated Orders, to use the there existing capacities

for US purposes, as a priority. Through this the

deliveries to Asia have been deleted. This

situation will be relaxed with the buildup of

capacities. For the purpose of growth we shall

look more intensely to Asia and we will further

build up the production network globally.

The Healthcare Business of Merck, by

contrast, is significantly stronger in Europe

and Asia than in the USA. With a view to the

international reputation, do you not have to

become more visible in the most important

market?

The US market for a pharmaceutical producer is

naturally extremely important. We too set there

a strategic focus - and we are catching up. In

the first nine months the business in North

America has grown organically by 17.5 %, the

share of sales in the region was at 24 %. It is

our target, to further increase our presence

there. The market introduction of new products

should help us there, especially the multiple-

sclerosis drug Mavenclad and the cancer drug

Bavensio, and also Tepmetko, another cancer

drug, should advance more in the USA. Also in

our there already strong fertility business we

expect further great chances for us.

When one is looking globally at the capital

markets, de-mergers and carve outs are

presently again in the trend. Do you see a

need for re-thinking the conglomerate

structure of Merck?

This for us is not a subject at all. We see

ourselves well equipped for the future with our

Three-Column-Strategy, because we are

benefitting in all business areas from important

Mega-Trends, which actually move the world.

We have also seen, that a diversified

corporation structure is a benefit in difficult

times. The family shareholders in addition have

the legitimate concern, to diversity their risk

through an adequate composition of the

portfolio.
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About the Person

Dr. Markus Kuhnert is responsible for

finance since August 2014 in the

management of the Life Science and

Specialty Chemicals Group Merck,

headquartered in Darmstadt, Germany.

Family owned companies were familiar to

him from his 15 year employment at the

consumer goods Group Henkel in

Düsseldorf, Germany. Kuhnert has been

involved at Merck in several bigger

acquisitions. Shortly after joining the Group

it made the 17 billion US Dollar heavy

acquisition of the US laboratory specialist

Sigma-Aldrich, for the purpose of

extending the life science business. A few

years later followed at a price of 5,8 billion

€ the at first hostile takeover of the US

corporation Versum, for the purpose of

strengthening the business with materials

for the semiconductor industry.

The sporty manager was born 1968 in

Chicago and moved as a four year old with

his parents to Germany. He studied and

got a PhD in business engineering in

Darmstadt, Germany. As to soccer sport,

his heart is beating for the Eintracht

Frankfurt team. In his home town club,

which he is not mentioning by name, the

three times family father is still regularly

playing soccer. Kuhnert is commenting on

game results, but not on the share price of

the Group. Still, the performance is

significant, as the Merck share from

beginning of 2021 till December 2021 has

increased by 60 %.

From Börsenzeitung, Frankfurt am Main, 

Germany, December 23, 2021. Responsible 

for English translation: GEFIU, the 

Association of Chief Financial Officers 

Germany, the German IAFEI Member 

Association,  translator: Helmut Schnabel
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PHILIPPINES
Big Data and Analytics

“A business perspective” 

Planning to introduce a new product? Cross

sell to your existing client base? Or just trying

to understand the spending behavior of your

customers? These are sample use cases to

start an initiative in Big data and Analytics.

That was 10-15 years ago. If you don’t have

a strategy how to leverage your data not only

will you be left behind but you will eventually

become obsolete. To give you some

perspective the highest market cap

companies globally use big data and

analytics such as Amazon, Google, Apple,

Facebook and to a certain extent even

Microsoft. Wall street loves data and loves

companies that use data wisely.

An entire ecosystem of companies, vendors

and suppliers now earn a living in assisting

companies to their journey in Big data and

Analytics. Other concepts are also related

such as cloud, digital transformation and

AI/ML also use a lot of data. The bottom line

is you need to know how to use the data you

generate because your competition is doing

it.

So, in this article let me help you simplify this

journey and demystify some concepts along

the way. Someone said ‘data is the new oil!!”

so let me make that comparison and start this

journey. Before oil becomes useful for you in

the gas station or turning on the light switch

let us go back on the hardest part for the oil

business which is exploration. Searching for

new oil requires big investments and time ..

This also applies to big data and analytics.

Do you know where your data points are?

Not just any data but useful data for decision.

making. Transaction data? Customer data?

Historical data? IOT? Structured and

Unstructured? Social Media data? Go through

the exercise soon and just write down in a

piece of paper and see if you can list all the

data your company has and it is easily

accessible. Thus, the first and critical question

is where is your company’s data? Do you

know where it is and in what form?

Second, now that we have established “where

is your data” lets now find out how to get it.

Again, similar to oil you would need to know

how to get it from the ground? This might

require a lot of work. A traditional concept is

ETL which is Extract Transform and Load. We

need to put it in a form that can be used and

reused on a regular basis thus the ETL activity

is crucial. Like oil you need to refine the sweet

crude to various forms such as gasoline,

lubricants, asphalt, etc. This is key second

step in your data journey is data

transformation and preparation.

Third, now that you have transformed your

data to become useful you need to put it in a

single “big data” repository or sometimes

called data lake. This is where the similarities

with oil will end with the oil tankers and oil

fields. The repository needs scale, security,

stability. But for big data you also need to

consider Volume, Veracity, Variety, Velocity

and Value. Consolidating data has many

benefits but its key proposition is knowing

what data you will need eventually for your

analysis. The 3rd key step is data aggregation

or consolidation.
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Last stage is analytics, exploration and

investigation of your data. This time you need to

learn how to become a data scientist. Know what

data needs be used for what business issue and

understanding the operational side of the

business. This is the fun part of big data and

analytics where new products are

conceptualized and efficiencies are created.

The journey I just described above is a typical

approach many companies do to ensure they are

able to leverage their information and use for

analytical purposes. For banks for example,

depends on what is their business goals are,

there are a number of use cases that are very

straight forward such as developing new

products, improving the customer experience,

making sure governance and compliance is

adopted or just making operations more efficient.

There are many more but the samples I

mentioned are a good starting point.

Many companies have now embraced Big Data

and analytics as part of their organization,

strategy and even culture. Data driven decisions

are now a mandatory methodology across all the

layers of the organization and we need to make

sure we understand the basic terminologies so

that all functional areas will benefit from the data.

So.. there is no time like the present and start the

journey now!

For Finex Members, there are number of people

in the ICT committee that can help in walking you

thru the journey and assist guide you how to

efficiently use your data. You can contact me

(teddy.sumulong@computradetech.com.ph or

0917 530 4967 ) or anyone from the ICT

committee for any further queries
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IAASB

Updates from the International Standards Setting Body
Strategy & Work Plan 2024-2027, International Ethics 

Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA)

The Consultative Advisory Group (CAG)

discussed the IESBA’s future strategy and

work program and its draft strategy survey in

March 2022. Following that meeting, the

IESBA released a survey in April 2022 to

seek input from all stakeholders on what key

trends, developments or issues the IESBA

should consider as it began the process of

developing its next strategic direction and

work program. The strategy survey is the first

step for developing IESBA’s Strategy and

Work Plan (SWP) 2024-2027. Following a full

review of the input received, the IESBA will

develop a consultation paper including its

proposed strategic themes, priorities and

work plan for further input from stakeholders.

The SWP 2024-2027 is due to be finalized by

the IESBA in Q4 2023.

The IESBA has identified four potential

strategic focus areas in the survey:

· Responding to developments relating to

reporting and assurance of sustainability

information

· Raising the bar of ethical behavior for

professional accountants in business

· Strengthening independence standards for

audit engagements

· Promoting timely adoption and effective

implementation of the Code

On the strategic focus relating to

sustainability reporting and assurance, the

IESBA issued a press release on Monday

June 13, 2022 about taking timely action to

develop fit-for-purpose, globally applicable,

ethics and independence standards as a

critical part of the infrastructure needed to

support transparent, relevant and trustworthy

sustainability reporting. The Board’s decision

to move promptly on this topic is in response

to the speed of transformation in the corporate

reporting landscape as a result of the demand

for sustainability information.

The IESBA has also heard consistent

messages from its stakeholders, such as the

International Organization of Securities

Commissions (IOSCO) and the Financial

Stability Board (FSB), about the importance of

preparers and assurance providers being held

to a high standard of ethical behavior and the

role of IESBA as a global standard-setter in

addressing this need. In this regard, the

IESBA has tasked its recently established

Sustainability Working Group to prepare a

project plan by December 2022 as a

launchpad for commencement of standard-

setting work soon after. This work will proceed

in tandem with the development of IFRS

Sustainability Disclosure Standards by the

International Sustainability Standards Board

(ISSB), and sustainability-related International

Standards on Assurance Engagements

(ISAEs) by the International Auditing and

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB). To

demonstrate the relevance of the Code, the

IESBA also plans to release a staff publication

on the applicability of the Code’s provisions to

preparing and presenting of not only financial

information but also non-financial information

and how compliance with such provisions

could mitigate and address the risk of

“greenwashing”.

The IESBA is keen to receive input from all

stakeholder groups, including preparers and

other professional accountants in business, on

its future direction with regards to sustainability
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reporting and assurance as well as other ethics

and independence matters in order to develop its

strategy and work programs that will best serve

the public interest.

There are other possible future standards-related

projects or initiatives for the IESBA that may

include:

1. Independence Topics – Professional

Accountants in Public Practice

• Independence of external experts

• Audit firm – audit client relationship

• Business relationships

• Definition of “audit client” for public interest

entities (PIEs)

• Matters arising from Quality Management

2. Professional Accountants in Business

• Familiarity threat

• Professional appointments

• Breaches of the Code

• Definitions and descriptions of terms

3. Other Topics

• Non-authoritative materials

In considering the foregoing topics, the following

factors will be taken into account –

1. Public interest benefits –

• Level of public interest

• Extent to which action will enhance public

trust in the Code and the profession

• Extent to which action will raise the bar on

ethical behavior for the professional accountants

2. Relevance

• Pervasiveness of the issue or matter to

the global profession

• Relevance of global level

• Relevance to the ethical behavior of

professional accountants or independence

3. Urgency

• Degree of urgency in addressing the

issue/s identified

• The extent of the impact on the public

interest and the profession if action is not taken

or is delayed

4. Achievability

• Feasibility of achieving an effective

outcome within a reasonable timeframe, taking

into account the resources required

International standards setting is a tedious

process involving consultations with all

stakeholders with limited resources and

workable timeline. Public interest is foremost in

the minds of all involved in the process from the

working group, Board, Consultative Advisory

Group and stakeholders.

The IAFEI is represented in the Consultative Advisory Group (CAG) for the International Ethics 

Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA). The foregoing represents excerpts from the latest call 

for responses to the strategy survey. 
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With the COVID-19 pandemic testing the agility

and resilience of all aspects of business,

including strategy, there’s no better time to

evaluate the tools and processes used to

leverage and manage strategic risk. Failing to

regularly review and revise strategy represents

a significant risk for businesses. History is

replete with examples of once good and even

great companies that were unable to keep up

with the rapidly changing global business risk

landscape and either disappeared or were

diminished to a mere skeleton of their former

selves. The stories of AOL, Blockbuster,

BlackBerry, Borders, Cambridge Analytica,

Kmart, Kodak, and Yahoo, for example, all

include strategies that failed or backfired.

While a strategy can prove unsuccessful for a

variety of reasons, neglecting the risks

associated with its formulation and execution is

a prominent reason for failure. Stakeholders

want to see clearly defined strategic initiatives

that drive long-term value. Long-term value

creation is commonly measured using growth

in share prices and profit, as this quantitatively

measured information is readily available. Yet

these are lagging indicators that don’t

necessarily provide assurance regarding the

sustainability of value creation. Stakeholders,

therefore, demand evidence that organizations

are evaluating risks associated with strategy

formulation and execution, and appropriately

responding to the need for

strategic renewal.

There are a number of approaches to

managing and evaluating risk, depending on

the type of risk, industry, and organization

type. Each has its own set of strengths and

weaknesses. Without a complete, holistic

approach to strategic risk, however, companies

IMA, USA
STRATEGIC RISK IN THE NEW NORMAL

— A proposed framework integrates COSO ERM with the 

Levers of Control framework to provide a comprehensive 

approach to managing strategic risk. 

face gaps in their strategic risk management

that could lead to failures in their business.

We propose an approach to strategic risk

management that integrates the principles

and components of the 2017 enterprise risk

management (ERM) framework from the

Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of

the Treadway Commission (COSO),

Enterprise Risk Management—Integrating

with Strategy and Performance (COSO ERM),

with the Levers of Control framework (LoC), a

practice-oriented framework intended to

achieve control over strategy introduced by

Robert Simons based on his study of dozens

of businesses (see Levers of Control, Harvard

Business School Press, 1995). While

traditional frameworks intend to manage or

mitigate risk, our proposed combined

framework aims to optimize strategic risk—

some risks must be avoided, some risks must

be managed and mitigated, and some risks

must be exploited. Companies that fail to do

this won’t be resilient, will fail to create

sustained value, and will fall prey to

disruptors. We believe integrating LoC with

COSO ERM will provide a comprehensive

and robust framework for managing risk

related to the formulation and execution of

strategy.

Three Categories of Strategic Risk

The IMA® Statement on Management

Accounting Enterprise Risk Management:

Frameworks, Elements, and Integration

separates total risk into hazard, financial,

operational, and strategic ( bit.ly/3EzZhNQ).

Risks that pose existential threats are

generally regarded as strategic risks. Strategy
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has two stages: formulation (also known

as strategy setting, strategy selection, or

strategic planning) and execution (strategy

implementation). We can separate

strategic risk into three categories that

span the formulation and execution stages

(see Figure 1):

1. Risks of strategy: At the strategy

formulation stage, management should

evaluate alternative strategies, considering

whether the inherent risk of each

alternative matches the risk appetite of the

organization. Management, in consultation

with the board and other stakeholders,

must assess the implications of the chosen

strategy on the risk profile of the

organization. Failing to do so increases the

risks of strategy. An example of a risk of

strategy would be the COVID-19-related

supply chain disruptions that companies

faced (or are facing) due to the

outsourcing strategies they chose.

2. Risks from strategy: During strategy

formulation and execution, management

should assess whether the chosen

strategy aligns with the organization’s

vision, mission, and core values. A

misaligned strategy threatens an

organization’s very existence as well as

its brand and reputation, i.e., risks from

strategy. Wells Fargo’s growth strategy

based on cross-selling, which backfired

and led to fraudulent activities, is an

example of a risk from strategy.

3. Risks to strategy: During strategy

execution, internal and external factors can

affect the relevance and viability of an existing

strategy. The sudden emergence of the COVID-

19 global pandemic is a classic example of risks

to strategy.

Thus, an effective approach to strategic risk

management should aim to fully address all

three categories, ensuring that there aren’t any

gaps.

Strategic Risk and ERM

Since the early 2000s, most large public

companies have embraced ERM, which at its best

provides entity-level risk assessment and

management via an integrated and holistic

approach to identify, evaluate, and mitigate risks

facing an organization.

Yet a review of recent surveys and research on

ERM indicates that it hasn’t reached a mature

state for most companies. For example, State of

Enterprise Risk Management 2020 from ISACA,

CMMI Institute, and Infosecurity Group found that

only 7% of respondents reported having optimized

risk management processes (bit.ly/2XxWG74).

Executive Perspectives on Top Risks 2020 from

the Enterprise Risk Management Initiative of

North Carolina State University and Protiviti found

that respondents are mostly focused on

operational risks (risks that might affect key

operations in executing strategy), with six of the

top 10 risks cited pertaining to operational issues

(bit.ly/2ZcyqrK). And Aon’s Global Risk

Management Survey 2019 states that silo vision

still exists and true integration into ERM is still

lagging (aon.io/2IFWTK9). This raises the

question as to whether ERM comprehensively and

sufficiently captures and mitigates strategic risks.

The COSO ERM framework is based on five

interrelated components supported by 20

principles at a very granular level. The five

components are: governance and culture; strategy

and objective-setting; performance; review and

revision; and information, communication, and

reporting. To evaluate whether COSO ERM

provides adequate guidance

to manage entity-level risk related to strategy, we

matched the three categories of strategic risks

with the relevant COSO ERM principles and the

five components. As Figure 2 shows, COSO ERM

principles touch on all three categories of strategic

risk. Given the formidable challenge of managing

strategic risk in today’s volatile, uncertain,
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complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) business

environment, it’s critically important for users of

COSO ERM to be aware of any gaps that exist.

So we looked closer to see if there are any

strategic risks that aren’t fully addressed.

Gaps in COSO ERM

The first gap pertains to the strategy and

objective-setting component. Figure 2 shows that

COSO ERM principles are heavily geared toward

addressing the risks to strategy. Yet it appears

that the COSO ERM framework doesn’t support

risks from strategy and risks of strategy with the

same intensity and emphasis as it supports risks

to strategy.

Risks to strategy are generally addressed by

risk-centric, informal ERM frameworks that

existed even prior to the initial release of the

COSO ERM framework in 2004. Because risks

from and risks of strategy pertain to strategy

formulation (in determining the path the

organization takes), it’s critical that these two

categories are prioritized.

Generally, one reaps what is sown, and a

flawed strategy formulation process will reveal

itself in execution.

The second gap we identified pertains to the

fourth COSO ERM component: review and

revision. The COSO ERM framework states,

“By reviewing enterprise risk management

capabilities and practices, and the entity’s

performance relative to its targets, an

organization can consider how well the

enterprise risk management capabilities and

practices have increased value over time and

will continue to drive value in light of

substantial changes.” Given today’s fluid

business environment, organizations must

review and revise the methods used to

identify, assess, and evaluate strategic risk;

the controls used to mitigate strategic risk; and

the strategies themselves. Because any

strategy can be upended by a changing

environment, the quality of environmental

scanning and speed of anticipation of

emerging risks are crucially important.

The global business experience in 2020 and

2021 in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic

clearly demonstrates the importance of an all-

inclusive approach to reviewing and revising

risk management. The pandemic has

highlighted the importance of feedback loops,

and the term “agility” has gained

unprecedented importance. Agility, in the

context of strategy, refers to the speed with

which one can make changes to strategy to

adapt to changed circumstances. The World

Economic Forum’s Global Risks Report 2020

predicted the likelihood of infectious disease

risk (categorized as a societal risk) at less

than 3 (5 being the highest) and impact from

infectious dis- ease slightly above 3.5. Almost

all risk surveys indicated economic slowdown,

cybersecurity, and regulatory changes as the

top risks for 2020. COVID-19 was a total

surprise, forcing companies into uncharted

territories—some companies may have had

their strategy slates wiped clean. Others,

fighting to survive, were compelled to make an

abrupt but complete overhaul of their strategy

within a matter of days—involving changes

that would normally take a few years.
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The review and revision component of

COSO ERM includes three principles that

intend to provide guidance on risk

management when there are major

changes: assesses substantial change,

reviews risk and performance, and pur-

sues improvement in ERM. For some

companies, a changing business

environment poses risks; to others, the

same changes may present

opportunities. Let’s take a closer look at

both of these aspects in relation to

COSO ERM.

Managing Risks Resulting from

Change

COSO ERM acknowledges that entities’

strategy, business objectives, ERM

practices, and capabilities change with

shifting business context. The “assesses

substantial change principle” refers to

internal and external environmental

changes that may substantially affect

strategy and business objectives. We

would expect COSO ERM to provide

guidance on what the organization

should do when the strategy becomes irrelevant

or goes awry because of changed or changing

circumstances (when risks to strategy escalate).

The “reviews risk and performance principle”

concentrates on assessing whether the entity

performed as expected and achieved its targets

as well as the appropriateness of the risk level.

This involves taking another look at risks that

may affect performance and achievability of

targets. COSO ERM then provides a conditional

statement: “If the performance variance

exceeds the acceptable variance in

performance or results in a different risk profile

than what was expected, then there may be a

need to review business objectives, strategy,

culture, etc.”

What if the entity performed as expected and

achieved its target (a lagging indicator), but the

external environment is showing signs of major

changes that may make the existing targets

irrelevant? Today’s business environment is

highly fluid and full of disruptors. Whether due

to techno- logical advancement, regulatory

changes, natural disasters, or infectious

diseases, almost every target is a moving target.
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that provides feedback based on strategic

uncertainties and therefore facilitates strategic

renewal—will adhere to the logic that today’s

controls must pave the way for tomorrow’s

strategy. After all, organizations shouldn’t

necessarily be chasing current best practices, but

rather “next practices”—much like the advice

from the legendary hockey player Wayne

Gretzky: “Skate to where the puck is going, not

where it has been.” In summary, COSO ERM

discusses the need for organizational stability,

resilience, and agility due to the change in the

environment, yet the concepts of interactive

controls and modification of strategy or emergent

strategy aren’t mentioned.

Exploiting Opportunities Presented by

Change

Companies that successfully pursue new

opportunities as they emerge become renowned

disruptors. Therefore, in today’s environment, risk

management frameworks must optimize risk, not

just mitigate it. Optimizing risk involves balancing

downside risk (threats) and upside risk

(opportunities). COSO ERM acknowledges the

importance of exploiting opportunities: “For-

profit entities create value by successfully

implementing a strategy that balances market

opportunities against the risks of pursuing those

opportunities.” The framework distinguishes

between positive outcomes and opportunities.

A positive outcome occurs when performance

exceeds the original target; opportunity occurs

when an action alters goals or approaches for

creating, preserving, and realizing value. The

framework also emphasizes the importance of

seizing opportunities, but it falls short on

guiding the user as to how.

Specifically, COSO ERM could have added

more value to users by providing more

guidance (through principles) on how to identify

risks that can be pursued as opportunities—

not just during the strategy-setting process, but

on a continuous basis—and how strategies

should be modified. We therefore identify lack

of guidance on exploiting opportunities and

modifying strategies accordingly as a gap left

unfilled by COSO ERM.

Examples in the business

world where disruptive

changes have doomed

businesses include Kodak’s

failure to understand and

respond to digital photography,

Block- buster’s failure to

understand and respond to

streaming media, and

Borders’s failure to understand

and respond to e-books.

Therefore, an effective

framework must highlight the

need for reevaluating and

modifying strategy based on

identified risks. It should

encompass an interactive,

forward- looking control

system—not a control system

based on lagging indicators

alone, but one informed by

leading indicators as well.

When properly conceived and

implemented, an interactive

control system—one
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Supplement COSO ERM with Levers of

Control

As mentioned earlier, LoC is a framework

intended to achieve control over strategy

—at formulation as well as during

execution. LoC incorporates a dynamic

view of controls over strategy, captures the

two-way relationship between strategy and

risk, and discusses controls that capture

this reciprocal relationship. Key aspects of

this frame-work can be used to fill the

identified gaps in COSO ERM.

LoC identifies four constructs that

managers must analyze and understand

for the successful formulation and

implementation of strategy: core values,

risks to be avoided, critical performance

variables, and strategic uncertainties. LoC

then presents a system of controls (or

levers), where each system is intended to

control a single construct.

Entity-level success is achieved by

balancing the four levers: boundary,

diagnostic, belief(s), and interactive. Figure

3 provides an overview of the levers and

constructs.

The belief and interactive controls are

positive and inspirational, whereas the

other two are constraints and pertain to

compliance. As such, boundary and

diagnostic controls are risk-centric

(pertaining to execution of strategy), while

belief and interactive controls are

objective- centric controls (pertaining to

formulation and modification of strategy).

Belief control systems are the explicit set

of organizational definitions that senior

managers communicate formally and

reinforce systematically to provide core

values, purpose, and direction for the

organization. In a broad sense, belief

controls define and gain adherence to the

organizational culture. Formulation of the

organization’s mission, vision, and core

values and aligning goals and strategies

with mission, vision, and core values fall

under belief controls.

Interactive control systems focus

attention on strategic uncertainties and

enable strategic renewal (with the intention

of validating strategies). Strategic

uncertainties may threaten or invalidate

the current strategy of a business.

Interactive controls help managers search for new

ways to strategically position the organization in

an evolving and dynamic business setting. The

focus is on identifying “risks and opportunities”

and on shaping emergent strategy as opposed to

intended strategy.

In some situations, strategic uncertainties lead to

new opportunities. To seize emerging

opportunities, it isn’t sufficient for managers to

ask, “What are the critical things that a business

must do well to achieve its intended strategy?”

They must also ask, “What assumptions or

external factors could block the achievement of

our vision in the future? What can we do to reap

the optimal benefits in the new reality?”

Interactive controls force managers to collect
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information related to strategic uncertainties,

especially by tapping into the information

possessed by lower-level employees. Being in

the trenches, they may have the best knowledge

of the situation and valuable ideas on how to

seize unexpected opportunities and deal with

problems. Over time, the organization will adjust

its strategies to capitalize on the learning,

especially the learning that originated at lower

levels (emergent, bottom-up strategy-setting

process).

Boundary control systems define the

acceptable domain of activity at the strategic level

(e.g., what kinds of business opportunities shall

be avoided or pursued), at the business level

(e.g., the protocol followed in qualifying a

supplier), and at the individual level (e.g.,

prohibited behaviors). Boundary controls exist

both to exclude undesirable actions and to

specify expected behavior (codes of conduct).

Diagnostic control systems are mostly applicable

at the operational level and should motivate

employees to execute their assigned

responsibilities and to align individual and

organizational goals. Performance measures

often fall under the realm of diagnostic controls.

As you can see, LoC is at a broad conceptual

level. In contrast, COSO ERM goes into more

granular detail by specifying three to five

principles for each of the five com- ponents.

Therefore, to provide granularity and increase

the practical usefulness of LoC as a framework,

we expanded each lever into several action

items (see Table 1). To be consistent with

COSO ERM, and for comparison purposes, we

label the action items as principles. (Note: An

expansion of LoC was first published in Ramji

Balakrishnan, Ella Mae Matsumura, and Sridhar

Ramamoorti’s “Finding Common Ground:

COSO’s Control Frameworks and the Levers of

Control,” Journal of Management Accounting

Research, Spring

2019, bit.ly/3B2NMMs. We modified the

expansion to better fit strategic risk

management.)

An Integrated Framework to Optimize

Strategic Risk

COSO ERM and LoC each have their own

merits and draw- backs. Neither framework on

its own is sufficient to handle all facets of

strategic risk in the VUCA business

environment. We therefore combine the
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principles of COSO ERM and granulized

LoC to create an integrated framework that

will better optimize strategic risk (see

Table 2).

Harvard Business School senior fellow Bill

George suggests a fitting response to

business environments where volatility,

uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity are

certain: Leaders should possess

commensurate vision, understanding,

courage, and adaptability (VUCA 2.0).

Others have underscored agility and

resilience when confronting such

environments. As COVID-19

demonstrated, some risks are

unpredictable; even if the risk itself is

conceivable, the likelihood and impact may

be unpredictable.

Strategic risk may arise during the

strategy formulation or execution stages,

and it may appear in the form of risks of

strategy, risks from strategy, and risks to

strategy. We believe the suggested

integrated strategic risk management

framework provides practitioners with a

more comprehensive and robust approach

to managing risks during strategy

formulation and execution in today’s

volatile, uncertain, complex, and

ambiguous business environment.
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“It really does all boil down to this, doesn't it? If

you live your life with integrity and in

accordance with your most closely held values,

you are far more likely to be happy than not” ...

Warren Buffett

Ten years ago, people would have said there

were not familiar with ethical issues in

business. Today, more companies all over the

globe are pushing that ethical management

must be one of the major objectives of a

decent company, aiming and promoting quality

business performance; They argue that if there

is a code of ethics in an organization,

professionalism becomes more pronounced in

promoting a core of shared aspirations.

But what do ethics and integrity mean? Ethics

is defined as rules and regulations that have

been formed to allow an individual to work in

accordance with moral principles. Integrity, on

the other hand, is defined as the quality of

being honest and fair, a personal choice. The

code of ethics can be imposed on every

employee and officer, whether he or she

agrees with it; but integrity cannot be imposed

on any one, it has to come from within.

Persons of integrity, most of the time, show

good character, stay away from corruption and

hypocrisy, and act prudently regardless of

circumstance or consequences. This is

typically what moral courage is, and integrity is

that vital connection with ethics.

Well-managed companies do initiate codes of

ethics, specifying appropriate behavior with a

system of incentives, audit, and controls. Other

companies, however, focus more in developing

attitudes and ways of thinking that stress

companies’ values. Yet the drift and substance

PHILIPPINES

Ethics and Integrity: What are these concerns 

and why we need to know

of the debate indicate some managers view

legal compliance as already adequate in

addressing the full range of ethical issues

within a given company. As they say, if It’s

legal, it’s ethical. This is wrong. Legal

compliance, on several occasions, is unlikely

to unleash strong moral commitment. In a

sense, managers in taking up such stance

are mistakenly endorsing a code of moral

mediocrity. From the perspective of ethics

management, the whole objective is to define

an organization’s guiding values, create an

environment that supports ethically sound

behavior, and instill a sense of shared

accountability among its officers and

employees.

After doing his research on ethics, Stanford

Social Psychologist Philip Zimbardo

concludes that ethical problems in

companies, most of the time, don’t come from

a few bad apples but from the barrel makers,

the leaders who, wittingly or not, create and

maintain the systems in which participants

are encouraged to do wrong. Despite what

we prefer to believe, situation is a more

powerful influence than character for most

people. Hence, make it a commitment to do

the small things right. Doing small things

wrong opens the possibilities of doing big

things wrong. In brief, be right and strong

even in small things. Admittedly, this won't be

easy. The temptation to look for short-cut

solutions is always there.

Let's recall the 1991 case of internationally

top-ranked US investment bank, Salomon

Brothers. When its four top-level executives

failed to take appropriate action, even after

learning that unlawful activities were taking

place at the company’s government trading
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desk, and even if company lawyers also

found no law obligating these executives

to disclose the improprieties, still, the four

top executives were forced to resign. The

four (4) executives’ delay in disclosing

their prior knowledge of the improprieties

unleashed a serious crisis of confidence

within the financial industry as well as in

the mind of the public. That ethical lapse

cost Salomon Brothers huge losses

including legal expenses, higher funding

costs, and most important, business losses

estimated at nearly US$1 billion.

First and foremost. Seemingly intractable

corporate problems could be reversed and

rectified through cooperation, collaboration

and communication strategy with positive

impact to the company. By the way,

leadership is not practiced only by a select

few. It’s also the daily response of every

man and woman wishing to make a

positive difference within their companies

and, consequently, make their companies

a better place of work as a result of such

individual efforts.

Organizations, whether designed to

produce a profit or not, are too complicated

and diverse to be simply managed by

mere collective knowledge. Leaders must

be people smart if they are interested in

hiring the right personnel for their

corporate goals. It’s clear that unless there

is substantial improvement in the hiring

and evaluation process by these

organizations, it might eventually become

a weak link within the companies.

This has been written many times before.

When it comes to hiring, technical

qualifications conferred by academic

degrees, grade point averages, honors,

and even the ability to turn a profit are,

important considerations in evaluating

potential corporate leaders but they do not

replace the more enduring attributes such

as attitude, emotional intelligence and,

more importantly, hiring persons with

ethical values and integrity. The best and

the brightest only become the best when

they possessed ethics and integrity.

Many corporations find themselves rudderless

when it comes to their sense of who they are and

what they stand for above and beyond creating

profit. Without this, corporations can get

themselves into real trouble.

A clear example was what happened to Enron;

the company as a matter of policy only hired the

smartest graduates of top B-schools in the US like

Harvard, Wharton, and Stanford banking on the

prevailing view that recruiting the brightest would

produce business practices necessary for

sustained long-term growth. To establish a culture

of commitment is not easy to do. Within Enron, it

was found out there was no sense of commitment

for a better future, or working toward something

bigger than an individual’s needs. This led to its

eventual collapse.

Meanwhile, let’s look into an area of keen interest

for everyone’s concern. We refer to the current

global inflationary situation. Food, fuel, and

commodities are more becoming expensive these

days but income continues to fall. We all know, as

this is being written, a slowdown in the growth

velocity of global GDP growth is in the cards. This

is scary and a daunting stuff. Pay close attention

to this. Essentially, corporations owe it to their

employees and colleagues, as a matter of strong

ethical and moral concerns, to help them handle

this looming global crisis and help protect their

well-being. Life would be less difficult for them as

it is now.

That said, always remember this. We don’t do

good because we feel good. We feel good

because we do good. That's what responsive

ethical management and culture of commitment is

all about.
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FOR BUSINESSES WITH SOCIAL GOALS,

TECHNOLOGY IS AT ITS HEART
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